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An analysis has been made to give a qualitative picture of the
effects of wing sweqp on the upwash at the propeller planes of muMi-
engine airplanes. The method used in this analysis is, in general, the
ssme as that given in NACA TN 2528,1951,with the necessary extensions
as suggested therein. To provide a basis for judging the effects of
sweep} the method was applied to two hypothetical airplanes of the high-
speed long-range type, one having an unswept wing and the other a swept-
back wing. ticluded as a part of the report are charts which facilitate
the prediction of qwash in the &ord-Tlane region ahead of wings of
various plan forms.
Comparisons of the upwash characteristics of two wings, one unswqt
and the other swqpt back hOO, indicated that the effects of wing sweq
on wing upwash at the selected propeller locations were quite large.
The average level of the upwash was considerably higher for the case of
the swept wing. In addition to the higher level of upwash, the upwash
distribution was more asymmetrical. With the wing swept, the upwash at
the inbosrd side of a prupeller disk was found to be approxhately
100 percent greater thsm at the outboard side, whereas with the unswept
wing the difference was 10 percent or less.
When considering the coqplete airplane, nacelle-axis inclination
was found to be a yowerful factor in the reduction of the over-all upflow
angles at the prupellerdisks (the angles of local flow with respect to
the nacelle axis resulting from wing qpwash, upwash of bodies, and gee-
metric angle of nacelle sxis). With the nacelles inclined, it was found
that the qflow angles were only slightly greater in magnitude for the
airpl~e having the swept wing than for the airplane having the unswept
wing, indicating that first-order excitation would be little greater
than in the case of the airplane tith the unswept wing. The asymmetry
2of the upflow distribution in the case of the airplane having the swept
wing was quite ~ronaunced, particularly tittb.eoutb–bardticelle location,
indicating that the propellers would be subjected to higher-order exci-
tations. .
—
INTRODUCTION
.
A knowledge of’the upwash angles at propella planes is required
for accurate predictions of propeller vibratory stresses. Reference--l
presents an approximate method, substantiatedby c&parison with experi-
menkl data, for predicting upwash at propeller planes of”multiengined
airplanes with unswept wings. Reference 1 also suggests .slogical exten-
sion of the method to include the effects of wing sweep. In view of
current interest in propelJer-dxiven airplanes having swept-bade wings
and due to a total lack of exper~ental data concerning the upwash of
such wings, it was considered valuable to apply the method of reference 1
quantitatively to shed some light on the effect of wing sweep on upwash.
In order to provide a basis for judging the effects of sweep, the
method of reference 1 was applied directl”yto two airplanes comparable
in purpose, one having an unswept wing and the other a swept-back wing.
The analysis is intended to illustrate primarily the effetitsof sweep
with no attempt to include a comprehensive survey of”airplanes having
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swept tings.
NOTATION
A total upflow an@eJ angle between the nace~e axis and
direction of the local flowl (~ + e +7), degrees
*
.
r-
.
the
—
a~ coefficient dependent on wing geometry and indicating the
influence Gf symmetric loading at span s~tion n on the
upwash angle at the span station V
—
.
b span of the wing measured perpendicular to the vertical plane .-—
of symmetry,
c local chord of
Cav average chardl
feet
the wing,l feei. — .
—.
—
()s , feet .— ,:F .-
.
‘Measured in a plane paral.le~to the model vertical plane of symmetry.
.
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section lift coefficient ( )
section lift
qc
lift coefficient ( )
total lift
qs
lift-curve slope, per degree
spanwise loading coefficient
()dimensionless circulation r , identical to the“-/czc
()
G
ficient ~ at span station n
body length, feet
free-stresm Mach number
an integer defining a spanwise station on the wing
chord line for which the value of circulation is
loailcoef-
quarter-
defined
free-stream dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot
wing area, square feet
free-stream velocity, feet per second
induced velocity normal to the lifting surface, positive for
upwash, feet per second
fraction of propeller disk radius
spanwise station, feet
wing angle of attack,l degrees
compressibility parameter [Jm]
circulation, square feet per second
nacelle-longitudinal-axis inclination as
local chord (ne~tive below wing-chord
measured from the
line), degrees
angle of upwashl measured from the free-stream direction, degrees
. 1 See footnote 1, page 2.
+
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T 0
dimensionlessslateral coordinate ~b/2 i
lta~ average of the ratios of the experimental section lift=curve
2X all at the same Machslope to the theoretical value —,
h
number P
A sweep angle of the wing quarter-chord line, postin for sweep-
back, degrees
‘B swe,epparamete: which includes( )tan-= =* , degreesP
L (
tip chord
wing taper ratio )rmot chord
v an integer defining a specific
T
-—
the effectsof compressibility
,.
point within the wing plan form
for wfiichthe bo&dary condition of no flow through the wing
is applied
—
longitudinal coordinate, distance ahea~of wing q~rter-chord
line,z semispans
Two hy@otheticd-
used in the analysis.
marily the effects of
SCOPE
Airplane Configurations l.d
airplanes of the high-speed long-rsmge type are b
Since-the analysis is int~ed to illusti.atepri-
.
wing sweep, the basic geometric parameters of the
..-
two a-tilane configurationshave been -e identic-~ insofar as Possib~e~
except for the wing angles of sweep and inclination of me nacelle longi-
tudinal axis (the nacelle longitudinal axis and the prope~er thrust skis
are assumed coincident). The wing sweepangl-es are 0° and ~“ as measured
at the ting quarter-chord line. The principal dtiensions of the air-
ylanes, as well as the diameter and location ofithe propeller disks —
relative to the components of the airplanes, are shown in figure 1. Coor-
dinates for the fuselage and nacelles are given in figure 2.
Flight Conditions
The flight conditions to be investigated in the analysis were chosen
to give probable extremes in propeller-blade“aerodynamicexciting forces.
s —=
1
e
See footnote 1, pagS.2. —
w
.
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. These conditions are:
1. Inifial clinib,flaps retracted) high &YOSS wei@t~ ~ch n~-
“- “her0.33, sea-level altitude, CL =0.75
2. High speed, minimum gross weight, Mach number 0.9, ~,000-foot
altitude, CL
Comparisons of the
airplane configurations
= 0.27
Bases for Comparison
upflow characteristicsassociated with the two
will be made on the following bases:
5
,-
1. Each nacelle
2. Each nacelle
wing chord
excitation
longitudinal axis alined with the wing chord plane
longitudinal axis inclined with respect to the
plane to produce equal propeller-blade aerodynamic
levels for high- and low-speed flight conditions
METHOD
General Procedures
.
l
The method used in this analysis is, in general, the S= as that
4
.
given in reference 1 with the necessary extensions as suggested therein.
The upwash contribution of the fuselage and the upwash contributions of
the nacelles were computed exactly as in reference 1.2 The wing upwash
contribution is computed by a prodecure differing from that given in
reference 1 and hence the procedure used will be considered in detail.
The sw?mation procedure used to obtain the induced upwash of the complete
airplanes is identical to the procedure given in reference 1.
Win&Induced U&wash Angles
Span loading.- In order to determine the wing upwash angles, a
knowledge of the wing span load distribution is required. It was found
in the investigation reported in reference 1 that in the case of an air-
plane having an unswept wing the span load distribution for the wing
alone could be used to calculate the upwash for the complete airplane.
.
. 2The resulting values of upwash for these bodies are strictly appli-
cable only to the incompressible case. However, for the flight speeds
* and attitudes considered herein the effects of compressibility are
.
negligible.
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In order to check the adeqticy of using.6uch-aprocedure”-inthe”caae of
...-~.
.%.–,
,.
an airplane @ving””a”-sweptwing, the upwash was co@uted using avail.ab~e
measured span load distributions fob a setispan model of”-a3P swept-back “k~
..,.
wing with and without a nacelle-. The spanwlse loa&distributions and the
calculated upwash distributions are shown in figure-s. The large differ- ..:
ences in the wing-alone and wing-nacelle span loadings produced a negli-
gible change in upwash. Therefore, wing-alone span””loaddistributions
—
.-
were used for the two airplane”configurations of.t~s repprt; the dis-. ,= ~
tributions were-determined by the method””of...referetie2.
Wing upwash.- The method of reference 3 f,orc@uting wi% d&nwas”h ““ “-,
has been extended by DeYoung to enable @wash compu=atiow. The extt!nded
method (described in appendix A of thinsreport) co~ists simply of the
use of new awn coefficients applicable.to the reg~on ahead of the wing
in place of those given in reference s-for the-regimn behind the-wing.
The new coefficients,which are applicable to ‘wings_ofvarious plan
forms, have been computed and are given ,@_appendix_A of.this.report.
The Prandtl-Glauert-fie””has“%eenapplied-to acc!oun~for the effectiof” ‘
compressibility. Although this report is not specifically directed ‘
toward providing a complete method herein, these co~fficients do supply
all that is needed; a~de from already published wo~k, topredict upwash”
in the chord-plane”re@on ahead of a wing; ““” =
Total Upflow at-PrOpeller Disk
Since the oscillating air load is dfi.ctly depadefit upon total “-”
upflow atiglesjA, for a given airplane fli”@t condifion (reference 4),
the magnitude and distribution of the angles provide a rational basis
by which to compare the severity of propdl~ oscil~ting.afr loadst.
“The total upflow angl& depends not only on.the induced upwash of all the
ailrplanecomponents at the propeller plane butialso”“onthe geometric
attitude of the nacelle. It–is therefore necessary that the a“&le of .
zero lift and lift-curve slope for the wing-nacelle-_@selage combination
be known. These data tiy be either”estimatedor obtained from model
tests. For this analysis the angle of .zeralift wasestimated from
tests of similar models. The lift-curve slopes were””computedby the
method given in reference 2.
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Aerodynamic Exciting Parameter =
It has been shown in”reference 4-that propellervblade exciting forces
are a function of the product of the upflow “angleand the airplan-edynamic
=
.
pressure of flight (i.e., the exciting parameter Ad. Since the total <.
upflow angle includes the geometric attitude of the ticelle, the magnitude --
of the exciting parameter can be controlled by suitable
tion. A compromise nacelle inclination can-be found Sa
nacelle inclina- -’..~.—n-
that:the magnitude
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of the blade excitfig forces at the low’-speedcondition will be equal
to the ma~itude of the blade excitation forces at the high-speed con-
dition. The procedure used to determine the necessary nacelle inclina-
tion is given in appendix B of this report.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the analysis, the examination of which is primarily
directed at reaching an understanding of the likely effects of wing
sweep on propeller aero@mmic excitation, will be presented in the
following manner. The effects of wing sweep on wing upwash in the
absence of bodies till be presented first. The total upflow angles
obtained by combining the upwash contributions of the components of
each airplane with the wing geometric angle of attack (nacelle axes
noninclined) will then be presented. The remainder of the report will
consider specific cases wherein the nacelle angles of inclination have
been adjusted to give equal aerodynamic excitations at the low- and high-
speed flight conditions far each airplane. The upflow characteristics
for the airplanes and the upwash contributions of the components will.
be examined in detail.
Wing Upwash
.
.
i
.
d
.
Although the effects of compressibility have been included in all of
the results, they are of small magnitude for the low-speed flight con-
dition. Hence, the discussion of compressibility effects will be
deferred to the discussion of the results on the high-speed flight
condition.
Low-speed flight condition.- The spanwise distribution of upwash
at constant distances ahead of the wing quarter-chord line for the swept
and unswept wings is shown in figure 4.. The solid lines indicate the ‘
upwash at constant values of T/P and, in.the case of the swept wing,
represent lines that are also swept 40°. The upwash distribution is
greatly affected by wing sweep. It may be noted that, in the case of
the swept wing (fig. l(a)), the upwash drops markedly toward the wing
root for constant values of r/~; whereas for the unswept wing (fig. k(b)),
the upwash increases toward the wing root. The difference in the upwash
distributions of the two wings is due mainly to the difference in the
sweep angles of the bound.vort~x.s
‘As a result of sweeping the bound vortex, the left wing panel induces
negative upwash ahead of the right wing panel and vice versa. This
interference is most pronounced near the wing root. The greater upwash
near the wing tips is due to a reduction in the interference effects
of the trai13ng vortices.
In the case of the unswept wing, the propeller planes are parallel
to the wing quarter-chord line; hence, the upwash distributions along
constant values of .T/P are indicative of the Wi.n&upwash across the
propeller planes. In the case of the swept wing, this correspondence
does not exist because the propeller planes are nonparallel to k “
ting chord line and therefore the–value-of 7/$ varies across the pro-
peller planes. The dashed “linesof f&ure-& indicate”the wing upwash-
at the propeller disks.
It may be noted that in the case of the swept-wing, the level of
the upwash is greater at the outboard than at the inboard propeller
disk; whereas in the case of the unswept wing,”the”le~el of the upwash”
is nearly the same at both propeller disks. This difference is due to-
the greater spanwise v~iation of upwash for the swept-wing. The level
of upwash is indicative of the magnitude of the first-order aerodynamic
excitation. Hence, ‘theexcitation at the oul%oard—nacelle in the–case”
of the swept wing would be anticipated to be greater than for the case
of the unswept ting. From further observation of figure-4, it may be-
seen thatin the case of the swept-wing.the upwash is a~roximtely
100 percent greater at the-inboard sides of the propeller disks than at
the outboard sidesJ whereas in the case of the unswep&wing, the upwash
is essentially constanti;-Theasymnetry of the upwash is typical fo~
swept-wings and results from the fact that–the.values of T/~ for the
inboard side of each disk are considerably less thn those for the out-
board side. The asymmetry of the upwash across the propeller disk is
indicative of higher-order aerodynamic excitations (second-orderand
above). The higher-order.excita.tionswill be greater in magnitude for
the case of the swept=ing than for the unsweptvwing.
.
Cross plots of figure 4 ~ve been prepared to.show the upwash vari-
ation forward ~f the wings at constant spanwise stations. These data
are presente&in figure 5. The-rate of change of upwash with distance
ahead oflthe wing is nearly the same for the twcrwings at the inboard.
nacelle and not greatly different at the outboard_mcelle.
High-speed fli@t–condition.- The spanwise.distributionsof upwash
for the two wings at the l@@-speed flight condition are shown in fig-
ure 6. In.the case of.the.unswe~t-wing> the spanwise,d3.s@ibutionof
upwash for a given value of T/P is the same as that–for the low-speed
condition but is repeated here for convenience of comparison. The span-
wise distributions of upwash for the two wings are greatly different.
In the case of the swept-wing, with the exception of the inboard portion
of the wing, the upwash for a given value of ‘r/~”is approximately
100 percent greater in magnitude t*n ~hatfior the unswept wing.
.
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The dashed curves offigure 6 provide aE”in~cation of the effects .--==
of wing sweep on the upwash at the selected.propeller disks. The eff=ts ‘ 1
of sweep on wing upwash at the prop=ller planes ~e essentially the same
at the high-speed condit-~onas those shown for the low-speed flight con- .~.--:
dition (fig. 4). .-,. --- *
.
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Compressibility effects 6n wing upwash.- Comparison of figures 4(a)
(low speed) and 6(a) (high speed) indicates that, for the swept wing,
there are large differences in the spanwise distributions of upwash for
a
a(given T/$. Since the upwash distribution is directly dependent upon
the span loading and the effective wing sweep, an explanation for the
differences in upwash can be obtained by investi~ting the effects of
compressibility on these factors.
The effects of compressibility on the span loading of the wing are
presented in figure 7. For the Mach nwibers considered the span-loading
changes are quite small for both wings. This small difference in span
loading is insignificant in terms of upwash.
Since the effects of compressibility on the span loadings were
negligible, the dissimilarity in the upwash of figures k(a) and 6(a)
must result from changes in the effective sweep angle. As-the Mach
number is increased from 0.33 to 0.90, the effective sweep angle of the
~g~ AB} changes from 41-1/2° to 62-1/2°.In the case of the unswept
wing, there is no difference in the upwash distribution for a given
value of T/~ for the low- and high-speed conditions since the sweep
par~eter Ap is equal to zero for both flight conditions.
The effects of compressibility on the upwash across the selected
prqpel.lerdisks are shown in figure 8. lt may be noted that the upwash
for a given lift coefficient has been considerably reduced at the high-
speed condition. The reduction b upwash at the propeller disks with
increase in Mach number remilts from the increased values of T/13,shown
in figure 9. However, in the case of the swept wing, the large increase
in upwash for given values of T/13 (see figs. h(a) and 6(a)) offsets to
some extent the effects of increasing .T/j3.
The variation in the upwash as a function of Mach number is shown
in figure 10 for a specific geometric location ahead of the respective
wing quarter-chord lines. The magnitude of the upwash is shown to be
greater for the swept wing. The rate of change of the upwash with Mach
number is not greatly different for the two wings.
Total Upflow
Nacelles noninclined.- The
for the Airplanes
total upflow angles for the two air-
plane configurations are shown in figure 11 for both low- and high-speed
flight conditions tith the nacelles noninclined with respect to the local
wing-chord line. The ~flow angles for the configuration having the
swept wing are greater for all cases. Noticeable asymmetry across the
propeller disk, particularly for the low-speed case, is shown for the
swept ting, the upflowd
nacelles. In the case
rically opposite sides
angles
of the
of the
being gpeater at the inboard side of the
unswept wing the upwash angles on diamet-
propeller disk are more nearly equal.
#
10
The total upflow angle includes the geometric a.ule of qt~ck of --
the wings; hence, part of the difference in the level of the upflow
angles shown for the two airplanes””can be “attributed.toa d~f’ferencein
the lift-curve slope. Figure 12 shows the lift-curm slopes for the
l
two wings as functions of Mach number. The lift-curve slope is greater
for the unswept wing by approximately 2T”percent for the low-speed con- —
dition and 63 percent for the high-speed condition. Hence, for the
same lift coefficient the swept-wing airplane wing angle of attack is
higher and the difference in wing angles of attack between the low-speed
and high-speed conditions is greater than for the airplane with the
unswept wing. #
Nacelles inclined.- Figure 13 shows the total ~flow angles and
the required nacelle inclinations for the case of nearly equal”aero-
dynamic excitationat hwandhigh speeds. A8 a result-of inclining
the nacelles, the upflow angles for the low-speed ca&e have bea.reduced
by approximately 50 percent for both airplanes. It my be noted that--
the absolute values of the upflow angles for the high-speed case are
greater in magnitude than when the nacelles were Unficlined. Comparison
of the upflow angles for the.two airplanes shows the.configuration havtig
the swept wing to have somewhat greater upflow angles. The asymmetry
across the propeller disks is c@racteristic of the swept--wingcase and,
as is evident from figure 13, is most pronounced at low speed. It iS Of
interest to note that the nacelles on the configuration having the swept
wbg required more
Upwash
The “component
inclination than those of the unswept-wing case.
.
Contribution of the Airplane Components,
Nacelles Inclined *.
—
parts of the total upwash anKles as well as the total
upwash angles for &e airplanes with na~elles i~clined are shown in
figures 14 and 15 for the low- and high-speed fll@it conditions. only
.-
the case of the airplanes with inclined nacelles is considered since it
is felt’that this provides a more rational basis by tihichto compare the
—
two airplanes. * .—
It may be noted in figures llt(a)and 14(b) that for both airplanes
the wing contributes the principal part oflthe upwash at the low-speed
condition. T& wing upwash is higher for the case of the swept-wing
airplane, particularly at the outboard propeller plane. The fuselage
contribution for the case of the swepb-wing airplane is approximately
.-.
50 Vercent great= than that for the case of the unswept-wing airplane.
This difference is due to a greater effective angle of attack of the
fuselage of the swept-wing airplane, resulting from a greater geometric .
angle of attack and greater wing-induced upwash.
.
It may also be noted
in figure lb(a) that in the case of the swept=wing airplane the inboard
nacelle contributes upwash at the outboqrd pro eller ~lane, whereas for ‘i”
fthe case of the unswept-wing airplane (fig. 14 b) such inboard nacelle
----
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effects are,negl.igible. The upwash contributions of the inboard and
outboard nacelles at their respective propeller disks are nearly equal
in magnitude for both airplanes.
The sunmation of the upwash induced by the components is shown in
figures 14(a) and 14(b) for the two airplanes at the low-speed flight
condition. The interference effects of the bodies contribute to the
asymmetry of the upwash across the propeller disks, in particular at the
inboard propeller location of the swept-wing airplane (fig. 14(a)). A
comparison of the total upwash angles, e, of figure 14 with the total
upflow an-@es, A, of figure 13 indicates the upwash to be a high per-
centage of the total upflow.
In the case of the high-speed flight condition (fig. 15), the
upwash contributions of the components are considerably reduced from
those shown for the low-speed flight condition (fig. 13). The &selage
contribution of upwash has become nil for the swept-wing case and is of
little significance in the case of the unswept wing. The average level
of the wing upwash is greater in the case of the swept wing than that
for the case of the unswept wing. As a result of nacelle inclination
the nacelle effective angle of attack is negative in sense and hence the
nacelle produces negative upwash.
Comparison of the total upwash angles, e, of figure 15 with the
total upflow angles, A, of figure 13 indicates the geometric angle of
attack of the nacelle to be the predominant factor in the upflow angle
at the high-speed flight condition.
Aerodynamic Exciting Parameter,
Nacelles Inclined
Figure 16 shows the values of the aerodynamic exciting parameter
Aq, which are indicative of the oscillating air loads. Note that for a
given nacelle and airplane configuration the average values of the aero-
dynamic exciting factor, Aq, are very nearly equal in absolute ~gnitude
for the high- and low-speed flight conditions. This balance in the
exciting parameter was the requirement previously made h order to deter-
mine the nactie angle of inclination. The principal effect of wLng
sweep is to increase the aerodynamic excitation at the inboard side of
the propeller disk at the low-speed condition. For the case of the
swept-wing afrplane, the greater magnitudes of the exciting parameter
shown for both flight conditions indicate that the first-order excitation
will be greater than for the case of the unswept-wing airplane. The
asymmetry of the distribution of the exciting parameter indicates the
.
.
possibility of increased magnitudes-of the higher-order components of
the oscillating air load.
E!” NACA TN 279>
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
Comparisons of the upwash characteristics of the unswept and the
@o swept-back wings indicated that the effects of%?ing sweep on the
spawi.se distribution o-wash were appreciable. The magnitude of the
upwash in the case of the swept win was shown to decrease toward the
7wing root for constant values of T B while, in contrast, in the case
of the unswept wing the upwash decreased toward the wing tip. The aver-”
age level of the upwash for cons~nt values of T/p was higher for the
case of the swept wing.. .—
Comparisons of the upwgsh characteristics of the two,wings at the
selected propeller planes indicated that the &fects-.of wing sweep.on
wing upwash in these regions were quite large. The average level oti
the up~sh was considerably higher for the case of the outboard nacelle
of the swept wing. In addition to the higher level of upwash, the upwash
distribution was more asymmetrical. With the wing swept, the upwash at--
the inboard side of a propeller disk was found tob~approximately
100 percent greater than at the outboard side; whereas, with the unswept
wing, the difference was 10 percent or less..
When considering the complete airplane,“nacelle-axisinclination
was found to be a powerful factor in the reduction ;o_fthe over-all upflow
angles at thepropeller disks (the angles of local flow with respect t~
the nacel.le”axisresulting from wing upwash, upwash af bodies, and gea-
metric angle of nacelle axis). With the nacelles inclined, it was found
that-the upflow angles were only slightly greater in magnitud=for the
airplane having the swept wing than for the airplane having the Wswepfi
tig, indicating that first-order excitation would be little greater than
in the case of the airplane with the unswept wing. .~e asymmetry of the
upflow distribution in the case of the airplane having the swept wing was
quite pronounced indicating that the propellers would be subjected to
higher-order excitations.
..-
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Moffett Field, Calif., July 17, 19~2
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PREDICTION OF
APPENDIX A
UPWASE OF ARBITRARY WINGS
Reference 3 indicates that if the symmetrical loading distribution
is known, from computations or measurements, the values of the aw
coefficients given in reference 3 can be used to find corresponding
values of the downwash. The same basic equations given in reference 3
are applicable to the computation of upwash, but new values of the am
coefficients must be used.
The upwash csm be found at specific points in the chord-plane region
.
between the wing tips and ahead of the wing leading edge. The general
expression for the upwash is given as
(:).,,,,v=LGn
n=1
where the am coefficients are obtained from figure 17. The specific
station at which the upwash may be found corresponds to v=1,2,3,4>
or TV = cos (vTc/8)= 0.924, 0.707, 0.383, and 0, respectively. For
convenience, the preceding equation is rewritten so that the upwash angle
and loading distribution are in terms of unit lift coefficient. Thus,
(*v)T,,,,;2p&sq Ta’%a
Kav n=1
where the qmtity b2/S is the wing aspect ratio and CZc/CLcav iS
the span loading coefficient. Both am and CZC/CLCav are affected by
compressibility, since they have been determined as functions of the
parameters m -d AP .
“Kav
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APPENDIXB .
METHOD FOR COMPUTING NACELLE-AXIS INCLINATION FOR
.
MINIMUM AERODYNAMIC EXCITING LEVELS
There exists a nacelle inclination such that=the magnitude ofithe
blade exciting forces at the low-speed condition yin be equal to the
magnitude of the blade excitation forces at the hi@-speed condition..
This relation may be analytically expressed by use”of the aerodynamic
exciting parameter as ..
ALqL =--AHqH= ~ (Bl)
where
‘L% exciting parau@.~r.,atlow speed
A~H exciting paraqeter at high speed ““ _=:
The upflow angles at the horizontal center line of a given propeller
disk are usually notrequal at all radii, an~hence emression (Bl) =Y
not be satisfied at all blade elements. However, since the aerodynamic
loading is a maximm. over the–outer portion of a blade.and since the
loading in this region is most ipportan~”n t&rmof the aerodynamic”
bending moment, an average value of the upwwsh at.diametrically oppos~te
sides of the disk tihe.vicinity ofthe 0.7 radius station is used to
satisfy expression (Bl).
The total qpflow angle A as measured at the horizontal cente?.
line of the propeller disk-maybe expressed as ‘-
A‘% ‘t@’n+”)‘ (B2)
where -,
% geometric angle of attack of.the ~ng —
~w wing-induced upwash at ~
‘n nacelle-induced upwash
eb upwash of
7 geometric
adJacent-kody
angle of..nacelleaxis relative to wing chor&.
.
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.
/ ~ wing chord line
15
.
.
</ f nace~e axis ‘
-Y direction of free-stream
A
-i Y
Y E
i
\ direction
velocity
of local relative
By Substituting
equation (Bl)
the appropriate expressions for AL and AH in
where the bar denotes the average of the upwash angles at the 0.7 radius
station on diametrically apposite sides of the disk, q represents the
upwash at the propeller disk center tiich is equal to (a#e#eb), and
(e/a)n represents the nacelle-upwash constant at the 0.7 radius station
obtained from reference 1. Collecting terms and solving for y, the
e~ression may be written as
I[awL + &L + =bL + C)NLI’L+[%,+‘w.“bH+@)n‘H]‘HY =- (%+qL)[’+(5)nl/
(B4)
.
.
.
Thus the nacelle axis inclination is found.
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Note: All dimensions ore in feet.
1
Wing area
Spun
Aspect rutio
Taper ratio
Sweep of l/4 chord
Incidence
Propeller diameter
2>000.0 fl’z
14/.4 ft
.,
I 0.0 .
0.4
3-00 77
40,0” or 0“
/4.0ft
.
.
p13.80
I * //
Nacelle-axis inclination, ~
Inboord -6.8°
L— Outboard -~4°
~/.38O
(‘1
I
70.70
< : ! .—
7
.35.35
/
4 IZ68
) ./’ t 1
,,
—
(u) Configuroh’on with swept-back wing.
--78.08~
1
Nacelle-axk inclination, y
Inboard -5.f 0
Outboard -4.7”
~1380*
- —- ~- 70.70
b13.80~
-—- —
Ii
\+ 7
35.35
/z68
:1 1
~-60.0C)<:J ‘ ‘ :1
(6) Configuration with unswept wing. =%S=
Figure 1.- Geometric characteristics of the two uirplone
configurations analyzed.
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Figure
fuselage
Coordina*s
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/cwOcJ 1.860
2.414
20.000 2.864
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30.m 3.512
35.000 3727
-40.000 3.879
45.000 3.970
50.m 4.W
L -125 feet
I
2.-Geometric charod?ristics
Note/le Ctnmtifiotes I
=s=
of the fuselage and nacelle.
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@) Spunwise o’is~ribu~ion of loading coefficient.
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2
/
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Sponwise stotion, ~, fraction of semispon
(b) Span wise distribution of upwash.
Figure 3.– Comparisons of meosured spanwise Iood distributions for
a wing ulone and wing -nacelle combination and the resultant
computed upwash distributions at o distance of one chord ahead
of the wing Ieoding edge. Mach number, O.18; lift coefficient, 0.32
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(a) Swept - bock wing. A,= 40°.
-- --- - Locotion of proposed propeller disks,
center lines 0.Z5 and 0.50semispun,
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0.80wing
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Figure 5.- The voriution of upwush us u function of o’istonce uheud
of the wing quarter-chord line measured in o streumwise
direction. Mach number, 0.33.
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chord aheud of wing leading edge of nocelle
center line (hosed on inboord nocelle).
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(b) Unswept wing.
Figure 6,- The sponwise distribution of upwosh ot constont distonces
oheod of the wing quorter - chord line for on unswept ono’ o
swept -bock wing. IUoch number, 0.90.
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0,Q (.) swept - back wing. A, 40°.
Spunwise stution, ~, fraction of semispon _
(b) Unswept wing.
Figure Z- A comparison of the effect of Mach number on the sponwise
loading coefficient for on unswept ond o swept-buck wing .
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Figure 8.-7%e effect of compressibility on the
distribution of upwosh at the selected propeller
disks.
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Figure 9.- The effect of compressibility on the
longitudinal parumeter, r/~, of the selected
propeller disks for the 10w and high–speed
flight conditions.
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Figure /&2- A comparison of the effects of Mach number on
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wing jeoding edge
at the 0.50 semispan station for an unswept and a swept-bock wing.
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Figure IL- The distribution of the fotul upflow ungle at the horizonful
center lines of the propeller disks of the two hypdtheticul
airplanes. Nacelle -axis inclinfftion, (7), 00.
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Figure 12- Comparison of the effects of Much number on wing lift - curve
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A Nacelle - axis inclination, y
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figure /3- The distribution of the total upflow angle d the horizontal
center lines of the propeller disks of the two hypothetical
oirplones with the nacelles inclined.
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Figure /4- The distribution of the ongle of upwosh ot the horizontal
center lines of the propeller disks of the two hypothetical
oirplanes. Mach number, 0.33; lift coefficient 0.75;
oltitude, seu level.
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Figure A5- The distribution of the ungle of upwosh at the horizontal
center lines of the propeller disks of the two hypothetical
oirp}ones. Mach number, 0.90; lift coefficient, O.27;
oltitude, 4~ 000 feet.
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Figure /6- The oerao’y~amic exciting porometer distributions at the
horizontffl center A!hes of the propeller disks of the two hypothetical,.
oirplones with the nocelles inclined.
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